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AfroRobics  
by Elson dos Santos 

 
African Dance and Shallow Basic Moves. This workout has it all, attitude, flavor, power, endurance 
and more! Combine this elements to create an energetic workout everyone will enjoy. 
 
Segment 1: Warming Up 
Start with 4 alternated back kicks and double stomach punches, then hold for 8 counts ( 4 
repeating kicks) 
Jacks with ‘open shoulders’ and turn to the side (front – side – front – SAME side) 
Jumping Jill in ½ water tempo, push the hands to the opposite side 
 
Segment 2: “attitude” 
Jacks in 3, cross (and start with a jump open and jump in front, triangle style) 
Repeat Jumping Jill in ½ water tempo, now cross over with ¼ turn, jump front and back 
Combo Jack And Jill with the jumps 
 
Segment 2: “flavour” 
Jogs (big & strong) in watertempo, go to jog in 3. 
Jog in 3 landtempo, add rocking horse 
Add tap, inner tigh touch foot, turn ¼ for another tap and bring foot down 
Shake shoulders for the African flavour! 
Add 4 alternating and 4 repeater knee ups, bring the knee in! 
 
Segment 3: “power” 
Pendulum with hands in fists out to the opposite side: 4 singles 4 holds to the side, circle the arms 
to go to the back (hold leg back) (& cross if possible!) 
5 times a tap to the side and bring knee up (2 slow, 3 fast) 
 
Segment 4: “endurance” 
Walking with wide stance, arms crossing front 
Taps in front with elbow flexion and extension to the back and front (pam-pam) 
Level 2 to 3 with wide legs. Push one arm down to the side and other arm between legs. (pam-
pam) Add Level 3 suspension for 7 counts and create combo. Add twisting arms 3 times with level 
3 suspension move. 
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Segment 5: “go on” 
Walking with wide stance to cross over walks, arms assist the move to the side. Try to open the 
chest for a more African Vibe. 4 singles and 4 repeaters with travel 
Add four taps back and forward  2 kicks with back leg, 2 taps down in front with back leg. 
 
Segment 6: “go on” 
Kicks in front single single double ( front to back), arms cross in front, close chest. 
Add 4 bounces (after the kick front, put leg back and turn ¼ ) and return to base. 
The bounces change to a side to side small jump with taps to the side, single single double, 
bounce twice, turn ¼ bounce 2 turn ¼ and end with 1 jumping jack. Now combine with other leg 
and turn to the other side. 
 
Segment 7: “choreo-time” 
Ski in 3 with arm punches to the side. Add a fast twist at the end. 
Add 2 twists with one punch and one circle down. 
Back leg 2 kicks and tap back, then 2 times both legs kick front ( pam pam second time) 
 
Segment 8: “Last but not least” 
Walk and travel side, pull the arm, ad 8 walks on the spot ( 2 box steps) 
Combo 2 box steps, 4 walks, walk single single double with cross arms, (repeat other side), pull 
to the side and walk / step side and finish with 8 wlaks with shoulders open & close, cross arms 
and ‘attitude’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


